TE-TC 920 UL
Radial Tile Cutting Machine
Item No.: 4301220
Ident No.: 11016
Bar Code: 4006825614367
The TE-TC 920 UL radial tile cutting machine from Einhell is designed for extra long cutting lengths, with a laser as an optical cutting aid. A motor guide
with 6 ball bearings ensures high performance, while the angle stop can be adjusted precisely to the degree for exact guidance. The motor can be
swiveled by up to 45° degrees and a turbo-diamond cutting disk with water supply are already fitted. To protect the pump from metal splinters there is a
dirt trap, washable filter mats and an integrated filter. The work table with height-adjustable base comes with two additional width extension elements.
The folding chassis has a latching function and transport wheels and a handle.

Features
- Extra-long cutting length
- Robust folding base frame with latching function
- Transport wheels and transport handle
- Height-adjustable foot
- Pump with dirt trap and washable filter mats
- Integrated filter for removing fine metal particles
- Large work table with non-slip rubber support
- 2 additional work tables for widening the work table surface
- Solid water collection tank made of sheet steel
- Angle stop adjustable to the degree
- Laser as optical cutting aid
- Motor guide with 6 ball bearings
- Infinitely adjustable angle from 0 to 45°
- Turbo diamond cutting wheel with water supply system

Technical Data
- Mains supply
- Max. power (S2 | S2time)
- Idle speed
- Max. cutting height at 45°
- Max. cutting height at 90°
- Max. cutting length
- Diamond cutting disc
- Swiveling range of cutting disc
- IP code
- Size of working table

220-240 V | 50 Hz
900 W | 30 min
2950 min^-1
29 mm
36 mm
920 mm
Ø200 x ø25.4 mm
0-45°
IP54
890 x 475 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight
- Gross weight single packaging
- Dimensions single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

43 kg
50.5 kg
1330 x 565 x 470 mm
1 Pieces
50.5 kg
1330 x 565 x 465 mm
85 | 180 | 0

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved
GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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Available as special accessories
Dia.-Trennsch. 200x25,4mm tur.
Radial Tile Cutter Accessory
Item No.: 4301175
Bar Code: 4006825434361
Einhell Grey
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